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Author's response to reviews:

All the requested changes were made below including:
Formatting changes requested
-----------------------------
Title - sentence case was used in the title, both in the manuscript file and the submission system

Author names were put on one line beneath the title, and superscript numbers used to assign them an affiliation.

Email addresses were put beneath the authors in a list using the author initials to denote which is which.

Corresponding author was denoted with a symbol (*).

Word counts and the keywords from the title page and abstract page were removed.

Country was included in the affiliation details.

Section headings -Sentence case was used for all headings and sub-headings in the manuscript (i.e. remove all unnecessary capitals). For example Abstract not ABSTRACT or Figure legends not Figure Legends (lower case l).

Text about performing a logistic regression analysis was deleted from the methods section; as this results have been deleted from the paper.

List of Abbreviations -> Abbreviations

Competing interests - re-wrote as: ‘The authors declare that they have no competing interests’.

Authors’ contributions - Indicated that all authors read and approved the final manuscript.

The heading Figure legends included above the figure legends.

Included a 'Tables' heading above the tables.

Tables - removed shading

Figures - cropped as requested

References - Revised to include all authors names, if there are 30 or below.